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Lindsay Edward Fox is an Australian who was born on April 19, 1973.He attended high
school, but had to leave due to his father’s death and received non-formal education. With these
experiences, he has made himself and the nation successful and he has been accepted
domestically and internationally
Mr. Lindsay Edward Fox has successfully operated his business in the logistics industry
and warehousing both in Australia and worldwide with enormous income and was ranked number
7 of Australian Millionaires in 2011 with total asset of 1, 7 billion Australian dollars or equivalent to
5100 million baht.
Considering his logistics business in Thailand, he has established Lin-Fox Thailand Ltd.
Which has a leading role in the logistics industry. He has laid a foundation in the logistics industry
and warehousing in Australian. His company has been giving logistics and warehousing in
services to major department stores in Australian and other countries including Thailand.
Realizing the importance logistics to the country’s economy and development, programs
and courses in logistics have been opened by universities and colleges, In this respect,
Mr.Lisdsay Edward Fox has assisted those educational institutes by developing borth the
strength of logistics programs and the academic aspect to cope up with the changes of the world
School of Engineering, University of Chamber of Commerce has received cooperation
form his company, Lin-Fox Thailand Co Ltd. In sending experths in logistics to be the committee
of logistics curriculum development aiming to modernize curriculum which is recognized by both
domestic and international institutes, In addition. Mr.Lisdsay Edward Fox also grants scholarship
to faculty of School of Engineering to visit the operation of company, s head office head office of
Lin-Fox Thailand Co Ltd. In Melbourne. Australian. Moreover, he has accepted UTCC invitation to
be a keynote speaker to lecture about logistics management to UTCC lecturers, students and
public.

All of the outstanding contribution that Mr.Lisdsay Edward Fox has given are not only
beneficial to Australian but also to the world, s logistics industry and economy, Thus. UTCC
Council has a consensus to award Mr.Lisdsay Edward Fox with Honorary Doctorate Degree in
Logistics Engineering.

